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ABOUT Our Values
Mission & Vision 

Background

Certifications

Integrity

Accountability

Transparency

Communication

Creativity

OpGo’s mission is to make marketing perform while being 
affordable for small business. We have high standards 
for the quality of our work and focus on small, growing 
businesses. Our vision is to grow hubs within the upper 
Midwest to support underserved markets. We currently 
have two locations (Fargo, ND and Logan, UT).

OpGo was founded in 2015 by Tiffanie Honeyman. OpGo 
stands for “Operational Goals”. Marketing only works if 
there is a complete undertanding of the business and 
the buyers--so we start there before offering marketing 
recommendations. 

OpGo is built with performance analysis and project 
management is baked into every role. We  completed 
“Innovate ND” program in 2017, have 9 full-time employees 
and have grown every year we’ve been in business.

We are partners with Google, Meta, and Semrush. We also 
have two FAA Part 107 Certified drone pilots and are 100% 
Veteran and Woman-Owned. Additional certifications 
include Power BI (data, dashboards and analysis), 
HubSpot, Facebook, and several under the Google 
umbrella. 
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OPGO TEAM

Miriah Filler
Branding, Graphic Design

Alex Childers
Account Executive

Tiffanie Honeyman
Founder, Consultant

Maddi Langley
Content Specialist

Drue McLean
Digital Marketing Specialist

Saralynn Dobler
Web Designer

Haley Bruggeman
Account Executive

Samantha Schueller 
Multimedia Specialist

Nate Ehlers
Web & Graphic Design
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OWNED

PAID

EARNED

SHAREDBRAND

EARNED
Media Relations
Blogs, Articles
External Links
Word-of-Mouth

SHARED
Organic Social

Customer Reviews
Employee Reviews

Media & Forums

OWNED
Content
Website

Social Communities
Testimonials

PAID
Paid Ads (Display, Video, Text)
Advertorials
Sponsored Content
Paid Publishing

Owned media refers to the channels that a brand controls directly (website, social 
media profiles, blogs, and any other digital or print assets). Our focus is making 
sure the “owned” media is completely accurate so other media will have the proper 
branding context you expect when your content is shared after the name change.

OPGO APPROACH



Driver
Qualification Files

Drug & Alcohol 
Compliance

Log Auditing
and Monitoring

Vehicle Maintenance 
Monitoring

This was a new company created under TrueNorth Steel. We created the brand identity, style 
guide and marketing materials. We continue to do their marketing on a retainer.
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OUR WORK
New Brands



This is a fairly new client. We recently completed the branding (Jan) and will be doing website 
updates and other marketing on a monthly retainer. Our main role once the web design is 
complete will be digital marketing and social media.
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OUR WORK
New Brands



This is a new business in Denver, Co. We assisted with
the branding, website and digital assets.
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OUR WORK
New Brands



Rising Tide Software created an app called MICA. We assisted with the 
branding. The product was still in development / pitching stages at the 
time. 
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OUR WORK
New Brands



We started with a branding evaluation and made adjustments including: website, icons, collateral 
and digital assets. We continue to work with them today on various marketing needs.
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OUR WORK
Brand Refresh



The city of Halstad needed to updated their branding and incorporate it across all channels. 
This included: website, digital newsletter, drone capture, video, and social media templates.
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OUR WORK
Brand Refresh



Updated their division branding, created a new website and continue to assist with 
digital marketing, web updates, newsletters, and ecommerce.
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OUR WORK
Brand Refresh



Website 
Social media cover images 
Publication ads 
Google Review cards 
Holiday Card 
Outdoor vinyl banner

Services brochures/flyers 
Welcome letter  
Materials for welcome bag 
Search ads
Social media content
Digital ads

We assisted with a brand refresh and updating all their marketing materials. This one was 
very complex as they have several colors with specific intent. To the owner’s credit, they truly 
understand branding which worked extremely well with our team.
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OUR WORK
Brand Refresh



We created a new logo for the city of Hawley, MN. In addition, we created magazine ads, 
billboard designs, and digital ads. We were contracted for branding and graphic design under 
a different marketing consultant.
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OUR WORK
Brand Refresh
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LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION



January 23, 2024

Working with OpGo Marketing has been truly fantastic! From the moment I engaged with their team, 
I was met with professionalism, creativity, and genuine commitment to achieving results. The level of 
expertise and strategic thinking they bring to the table is unparalleled. Their ability to establish our 
brand aesthetics, and to be congruent with the content creation and graphics that they have provid-
ed has been outstanding. Alex, Account Executive,  has been outstanding with communication and 
collaboration throughout the process and has been seamless and their dedication to meeting deadlines 
and exceeding expectations. Their graphics design team is absolutely AMAZING!!! OpGo marketing 
has proven to be a valuable partner, consistently delivering innovative solutions and driving tangible 
business growth. I highly recommend their services to any business seeking a strategic results-driven 
marketing partner. 
 
 
Aaron Halik 
CEO  
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LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION
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GOOGLE REVIEWS




